Crime Leaves Traces. Discover The Undiscovered.

The Real Threat of Cybercrime

The increased reliance on electronic devices has posed new challenges for companies to safeguard intellectual property, investigate fraud within organizations and defend their reputations from external threats.

Fortunately, electronic data often leaves a deeper trail than paper. Searching and recovering hidden or deleted digital information within data storage devices requires not only specialized skills and tools, but knowledge of how data is stored and processed on these devices that go above and beyond what most end-users know.

Do you know if attackers are residing in your servers at this moment? Get help from our certified professional forensic analysts now!
Digital Forensic Investigations

LGMS Offers Digital Investigations While Providing Litigation Support

Digital Forensics and Data Recovery

Digital forensics is not only used to assist in cybercrime investigations, it is also able to search and recover data that are not recoverable by normal means.

Our Services Provided

- Computer Fraud and Crime Investigation
- Digital Artifacts Forensic
- Digital Artifacts Discovery
- Data Recovery & Data Destruction
- Mobile Device Forensics
- Secret and Lawful Surveillance
- Litigation Support and Consulting
- Expert Witness Testimony

Executive Reports

A detailed report will be presented with the main topics covered as below:

- Overview of Analysis Result
- Incident Timeline Plotting and Analysis
- Supporting Evidences (if any)

Our Mission in Digital Forensics

Our team of professional forensic analysts are experienced in handling digital evidences and producing digital forensic reports that are admissible in court.

Equipped with the state-of-art hardware and software as well as internationally recognized forensic methodologies and best practices; LGMS offers diversified options of digital forensic services to individuals, attorneys, small and large organizations.

Aside from that, we adapt our services to closely fit the requirements in accordance to each case in order to achieve quality and accurate results.

Forensic Methodology

Using the Four Step Forensics Process (FSFP), this robust model allows flexibility to adapt to any case while maintaining the preservation and documentation of evidence throughout the process.

1. Collection
2. Analysis
3. Examination
4. Reporting/ Presentation

* Governed by agreement between client and LGMS